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MIRACLE Power Transceiver DevKit 
 
Key Features 
• Digital baseband input to RF power 

output integrated module 
• 1 TX x 2 RX configuration 
• 600-3700MHz dynamic tuning range 
• Peak output power: 

o 37dBm (600MHz) 
o 34dBm (3700MHz) 

• High transmitter efficiency: 30dBm 
LTE downlink consumes 2WDC 

• Transmit modulation agnostic:  
5G-NR, 4G-LTE 256QAM, 16384-
QAM, 3G-WCDMA, GMSK 

• Maximum signal BW: 40 MHz 
• 12-bit complex data ports 
• SPI control interface 
 
DevKit 1.0 Contents 
• MIRACLE DevKit 1.0 RF board 
• MIRACLE DevKit 1.0 power board 
• Power supply connector 
• 4x standoffs and 4x hex nuts 
• SD card 
 
Description 
The Eridan MIRACLE is an integrated transceiver module that delivers mobile communication signal power at unprece-
dented system efficiency and “any signal at any frequency at any time” flexibility.  It delivers up to 5W peak RF output, 
rapidly tunes over a frequency range of 600-3700MHz, and meets the 3GPP specification for all communications proto-
cols (both uplink and downlink) up to 40MHz instantaneous bandwidth. MIRACLE delivers this capability with an average 
signal efficiency of 40-60%.  Average signal efficiency is the full DC-to-RF signal conversion efficiency of the module (digi-
tal input to power RF output), less the system power, PSYS.  This is measured by dividing the TX output power by the 
power consumed by the subsystems highlighted in blue in the block diagram above. 
 
MIRACLE TX is a digital sampling radio that takes baseband complex data as input and transforms it to the polar domain; 
this can also be described as converting I and Q into amplitude and phase.  The switch-mode amplitude modulator uses 
the baseband amplitude signal to create the envelope of the RF output.  The baseband phase signal is upconverted to the 
carrier frequency.  The switch-mode mixer-modulator (SM3) uses this phase-modulated carrier signal to sample the enve-
lope signal; hence the term “digital sampling radio.”  This process directly synthesizes the modulated RF waveform at 
power and eliminates the need for traditional linear power amplifiers. 
 
The RX on MIRACLE DevKit 1.0 is an Analog Devices AD9361.  The AD9361 is configured for 2 RX using the RX1A and 
RX2A ports.  The TX functionality on this device is disabled.  The digital RX output signals from the AD9361 are routed 
directly to the FMC connector, while the control signals are routed through the on-board FPGA.  The SPI interface control 
logic (register address space, commands, etc) for the AD9361 is preserved in this pass-through configuration.  Please see 
the AD9361 datasheet for details on RX performance. 
 
DevKit interfaces with a Xilinx ZC706 evaluation platform over a the LPC FMC connector, providing a 12-bit DDR interface 
for the TX and RX data and a 4-wire SPI bus for control. The DevKit contains an SD card (to be inserted into the ZC706) 
with a wide range of test data signals including all of those shown on this data sheet. The user must provide their own 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1: The block diagram for the MIRACLE TxRx module showing the digital data & control in-
puts and the RF inputs (2 RX) and output (1 TX) 
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ZC706. MATLAB scripts for various commands to the ZC706 over a serial communications interface are available from 
Eridan online. 
 
Information provided by Eridan Communications is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, no responsibility is assumed by Eridan 
Communications for its use, nor for any infringements of patents or other rights of third parties that may result from its use. Information con-
tained within this document can be changed without notice.  
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Quick Start Guide (Using Serial Communication Terminal) 
This section summarizes the instructions found in the rest of the document. It contains information on setup/turn on, basic 
operation, turn off, and has a table of commands which can be printed and kept as a cheat-sheet. It is recommended that 
the user go through the detailed setup procedure before referring to this section, as it is meant to be used as a quick refer-
ence. 
 
Setup and Turn On 

1. Setup the hardware. Connect the ZC706, MIRACLE DevKit RF board, and  DevKit power board. Connect the ZC706 
UART port to a PC via mini-USB cable. Insert the provided SD card into the SD card slot of the ZC706. Prepare a 
12 V power supply and connect it to the DevKit power board. Do not turn anything on yet. See the Hardware Setup 
section for detailed instructions.  

2. Turn on the 12 V power to the MIRACLE system. Wait about 5 seconds until the green LEDs on the DevKit RF 
board start blinking. 

3. Open a serial connection with a the ZC706 using the following settings: 
 

Parameter Value 
Port See Determining the 

COM Port Section 
Speed (baud) 115200 
Data Bits 8 
Stop Bits 1 
Parity NONE 
Flow Control NONE 

 
Note: some programs may require the peripheral device (ZC706) to be turned on before the serial connection can 
be initialized.  This can happen if the COM port is not recognized by the computer.  If this is the case, turn on the 
ZC706 and try again. 

4. Turn on the ZC706. The Zynq FPGA will go through its initialization sequence. Wait until you see the following 
text in the command line: 
 

 
 

5. Run the following command to initialize the system: 
 

 
MIRACLE is now operation and initialized to transmit at the default frequency of 800 MHz. 

6. Set the TX data sample rate at 40 MSps: 
 

 
 

7. To load in a continuous wave signal, run: 
 

 
 

8. To turn on the digitally controlled power supplies, run 
 

 
This is a necessary step to run the system. There will still be no output power at this point. 

root@analog:~# 

root@analog:~# init 

root@analog:~# setdatarate 40e6 

root@analog:~# setsig CW 

root@analog:~# syson 
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9. To transmit at full power, run 
 

 
Basic Operation 

1. To transmit at full power, run 
 

 
 

2. To obtain the list of available waveforms on the SD card, run 
 

 
 

3. To change the TX data sample rate, run: 
 

 
 
Replace Fs with the sampling rate in samples/second.  For example, to run the sample rate at 30.72 MSPS, run 
the following: 
 

 
 
Scientific format or exponential notation is also acceptable: 
 

 
 

4. To change waveforms, run 
 

 
 
Replace DESIREDWAVEFORM with the name of the desired waveform in all capital letters.  For example, to run a 
20 MHz LTE Downlink with 256-QAM modulation, run the following: 
 

 
 
Note: make sure the sample rate is set accordingly with each signal. 
 

5. To change carrier frequencies, run 
 

 
Replace f with the desired carrier frequency in Hz. f can be a number between 600e6 and 3700e6 in 100e3 
steps.  For example, to change the carrier frequency to 2450 MHz, run the following: 
 

 
 
Scientific format or exponential notation is also acceptable: 
 

 

root@analog:~# on 

root@analog:~# on 

root@analog:~# getsigs 

root@analog:~# setdatarate Fs 

root@analog:~# setdatarate 30720000 

root@analog:~# setdatarate 30.72e6 

root@analog:~# setsig DESIREDWAVEFORM 

root@analog:~# setsig LTEDL20M_256QAM_30.72MSPS 

root@analog:~# setfreq f 

root@analog:~# setfreq 2450000000 

root@analog:~# setfreq 2450e6 
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6. To change output power level, run 
 

 
 
p is an integer in the range [0,32767], where 32767 transmits at maximum output (nominally 5W peak power) and 
0 transmits zero power.  p scales the envelope voltage; therefore, it is proportional to the square root of power.  
For example, to run at -6 dB below maximum output (nominally 1.25W peak power), run the following: 
 

 
 

7. Run 
 

 
 

8. to turn off transmission. 
 
Turn Off 

1. Run 
 

 
to turn off the digitally controlled power supplies and shut down the Linux OS. THIS STEP IS NECESSARY IN 
ORDER TO POWER CYCLE MIRACLE. NEVER TURN OFF THE 12 V POWER SUPPLY TO MIRACLE WITH-
OUT RUNNING sysoff FIRST. 

2. Wait about 5 seconds after running poweroff.  Turn off the ZC706 power switch. Turn off the 12 V power supply 
to the MIRACLE.  

3. Disassemble if necessary. Order of disassembly does not matter. 
  

root@analog:~# setfreq 2.45e9 

root@analog:~# setpwr p 

root@analog:~# setpwr 16384 

root@analog:~# off 

root@analog:~# sysoff 
root@analog:~# poweroff 
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Serial Command Reference Table 
This table is  
cmds   
 Description Prints available commands and descriptions. 
getsigs   
 Description Returns a list of signals available on the ZC706 SD card. 
 Return Value List of available signals 
init   
 Description Initializes MIRACLE RF board. 
off   
 Description Turns off transmission, or sets system to minimum output power. 
on   
 Description Transmits at full TX power. syson must already have been called in order for 

this command to work. 
setdatarate   
 Description Sets data rate of signal.  This sets the sample rate of the input waveform 
 Arguments Fs: sample rate in Hz of input waveform 
setfreq   
 Description Sets the carrier frequency of the system. 
 Arguments f: desired carrier frequency in Hz. 
setpwr   
 Description Sets output power level. This function scales the envelope voltage. 
 Arguments p: integer value in the range [0,32767]. 0 is minimum output power and 32767 

is maximum output power. 
setsig   
 Description Sets the signal being sent to MIRACLE from the ZC706 SD card. Use getsigs 

to view list of available signals. 
 Arguments sigIn: string containing name of desired signal in all capital letters. Must 

match the name of a signal on the ZC706 SD card. 
sysoff   
 Description Safely turns off transmission, and then turns off digitally controlled power sup-

plies. IT IS NECESSARY TO CALL THIS FUNCTION BEFORE TURNING 
OFF THE POWER SUPPLY TO MIRACLE. 

syson   
 Description Turns on digitally controlled power supplies. Does not start transmission. 
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Quick Start Guide (Using MATLAB Interface) 
This section summarizes the instructions found in the rest of the document. It contains information on setup/turn on, basic 
operation, turn off, custom waveform formatting, and has a table of commands which can be printed and kept as a cheat-
sheet. It is recommended that the user go through the detailed setup procedure before referring to this section, as it is meant 
to be used as a quick reference. 
 
Setup and Turn On 

1. Setup the hardware. Connect the ZC706, MIRACLE DevKit RF board, and  DevKit power board. Connect the ZC706 
UART port to a PC via mini-USB cable. Prepare a 12 V power supply and connect it to the DevKit power board. Do 
not turn anything on yet. See the Hardware Setup section for details. 

2. Open MATLAB. 
3. Turn on the 12 V power to the MIRACLE system. Wait about 5 seconds until the green LEDs on the DevKit RF 

board start blinking. 
4. Turn on the ZC706. Run initZC706 in MATLAB. You will see some status messages being printed.  Once the 

command interface window displays “CONNECTED TO ZC706,” you are connected to the ZC706. 
 

 
 

5. Run the following command to initialize the system: 
 

 
 
MIRACLE is now operation and initialized to transmit at the default frequency of 800 MHz. 

6. To load in a continuous wave signal with a 40 MSps sample rate, run: 
 

 
 

7. To turn on the digitally controlled power supplies, run 
 

 
 
This is a necessary step to run the system. There will still be no output power at this point. 

8. To transmit at full power, run 
 

 
 
Basic Operation 

1. To transmit at full power, run 
 

 
 

2. To obtain the list of available waveforms on the SD card, run 
 

>> initZC706; 
WAITING ON ZC706 
....... 
CONNECTED TO ZC706 
>> 

>> init; 

>> setSig(‘CW’,40e6); 

>> sysOn; 

>> on; 

>> on; 
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Note that there is no semicolon at the end of this command. Adding a semicolon will suppress the output. 

3. To change the TX data sample rate, run: 
 

 
 
Replace Fs with the sampling rate in samples/second.  For example, to run the sample rate at 30.72 MSPS, run 
the following: 
 

 
 
Scientific format or exponential notation is also acceptable: 
 

 
 

4. To change waveforms, run 
 

 
 
Replace ‘DESIREDWAVEFORM’ with the name of the desired waveform in all capital letters.  For example, to run 
a 20 MHz LTE Downlink with 256-QAM modulation, run the following: 
 

 
 
The (optional) secondary argument of setSig is the sampling rate of the signal: 
 

 
 
Using this method eliminates the need to call setDataRate as mentioned in step 3.  As such, it is the rec-
ommended method for changing signals.  If the second argument is not specified, the sample rate is held at the 
previously set value. 
 

9. To change carrier frequencies, run 
 

 
 
Replace f with the desired carrier frequency in Hz. f can be a number between 600e6 and 3700e6 in 100e3 
steps.  For example, to change the carrier frequency to 2450 MHz, run the following: 
 

 
 
Scientific format or exponential notation is also acceptable: 
 

 

>> getSigs 

>> setDataRate(Fs); 

>> setDataRate(30720000); 

>> setDataRate(30.72e6); 

>> setSig(‘DESIREDWAVEFORM’); 

>> setSig(‘LTEDL20M_256QAM_30.72MSPS’); 

>> setSig(‘LTEDL20M_256QAM_30.72MSPS’,30.72e6); 

>> setFreq(f); 

>> setFreq(2450000000); 

>> setFreq(2450e6); 
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5. To change output power level, run 
 

 
 
p is an integer in the range [0,32767], where 32767 transmits at maximum output (nominally 5W peak power) and 
0 transmits zero power.  p scales the envelope voltage; therefore, it is proportional to the square root of power.  
For example, to run at -6 dB below maximum output (nominally 1.25W peak power), run the following: 
 

 
 

6. Run 
 

 
 
to turn off transmission. 

 
Turn Off 

1. Run 
 

 
 
to turn off the digitally controlled power supplies and shutdown the Linux OS. THIS STEP IS NECESSARY IN 
ORDER TO POWER CYCLE MIRACLE. NEVER TURN OFF THE 12 V POWER SUPPLY TO MIRACLE WITH-
OUT RUNNING sysoff FIRST. 

2. Wait until the command finishes executing, about 5 seconds.  Turn off the ZC706 power switch. Turn off the 12 V 
power supply to the MIRACLE.  

3. Disassemble if necessary. Order of disassembly does not matter. 
 
Creating and Using Custom Waveforms 

1. Prepare your custom IQ vector in MATLAB. It must be a complex-valued single-row or single-column vector, with 
a sampling rate of between 1 MSps and 80 MSps.  The maximum number of complex-valued samples is 614,400.  
The max value of the vector does not matter because it will be normalized and quantized to 12 bits. 

2. For example, run 
 

 
 
to write the MATLAB vector wave to the file CUSTOMWAVE.bin. ‘CUSTOMWAVEFORM’ can be replaced with any 
desired file name. 

3. Ensure the ZC706 is powered off.  If not, see the Turn Off (Command Line) or Turn Off (MATLAB) sections to see 
how to safely power off the system.  Remove the ZC706 SD card from the ZC706 and connect it to the PC. Trans-
fer the waveform file to the ZC706 SD card. Safely eject and return the SD card to the ZC706.  Note: the Linux 
OS on the ZC706 runs off the SD card.  If the SD card is removed while the ZC706 is still running, the OS will 
crash. 

4. Run 
 

 

>> setFreq(2.45e9); 

>> setPower(p); 

>> setPower(16384); 

>> off; 

>> powerOff; 

>> writeBinVec(wave, ‘CUSTOMWAVEFORM’); 

>> getSigs 
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The newly created file should appear in the signal list. 

5. Run 
 

 
 
to load in the new signal, where Fs is the sampling rate of the custom signal. 

  

>> setSig(‘CUSTOMWAVEFORM’,Fs); 
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MATLAB Command Reference Table 
Note: this table contains wrappers of the functions found in the Serial Command Reference Table in addition to several 
MATLAB added capabilities. 
 
findSigs   
 Description Searches ZC706 SD card for any signals containing input string. 
 Arguments str: string pattern to be searched for. 
 Return Value Cell array of strings containing search results. 
getSigs   
 Description Returns a list of signals available on the ZC706 SD card. 
 Return Value Cell array of strings containing list of available signals 
init   
 Description Initializes MIRACLE RF board. 
initZC706   
 Description Connects to and initializes ZC706. 
off   
 Description Turns off transmission, or sets system to minimum output power. 
on   
 Description Transmits at full TX power. syson must already have been called in order for 

this command to work. 
setDataRate   
 Description Sets sampling rate of input waveform 
 Arguments Fs: sample rate in Hz 
setFreq   
 Description Sets the carrier frequency of the system. 
 Arguments f: desired carrier frequency in Hz. 
setPower   
 Description Sets output power level. This function scales the envelope voltage. 
 Arguments p: integer value in the range [0,32767]. 0 is minimum output power and 32767 

is maximum output power. 
setSig   
 Description Sets the signal being sent to MIRACLE from the ZC706 SD card. Use 

getsigs to view list of available signals. 
 Arguments sigIn: string containing name of desired signal in all capital letters. Must 

match the name of a signal on the ZC706 SD card. 
Fs: sample rate in Hz of waveform.  Optional argument. 

sysOff   
 Description Safely turns off transmission, and then turns off digitally controlled power sup-

plies. IT IS NECESSARY TO CALL THIS FUNCTION BEFORE TURNING 
OFF THE POWER SUPPLY TO MIRACLE. 

sysOn   
 Description Turns on digitally controlled power supplies. Does not start transmission. 
writeBinVec   
 Description Takes an arbitrary IQ data vector and writes it to a binary file. The IQ data 

vector must have a sampling rate of 40 MSps in order to work properly with 
MIRACLE. If this condition is not met, there will be bandwidth expansion or 
contraction. 

 Arguments IQ: complex-valued vector of IQ values. IQ is normalized and quantized to 12-
bits before being written to a binary file. 
fileName: string containing the desired name of the binary file. fileName 
should be in all capital letters. 
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Hardware Setup 
Setup of the MIRACLE DevKit requires all the items listed in the Evaluation Kit Contents section, a PC, and the following 
items from the Xilinx ZC706 evaluation kit: ZC706 evaluation board, power supply, and mini-USB cable. 

1. Locate the ZC706 evaluation board. Set SW12 to 0000, set SW11 to 00110, and set SW4 to 10. See Figure 2, 
Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 for details. 

 

 
Figure 2: ZC706. Dip switch locations circled in red. 

 

 

Figure 3: SW12 = 0000. 

 

Figure 4: SW11 = 00110. 

 

Figure 5: SW4 = 10. 

 
2. Connect a mini-USB cable to the UART port of the ZC706. Connect the other end of the cable to a PC that has 

MATLAB installed. See Figure 6. 
3. Ensure that the power switch is set to the off position. Insert the 6-pin power connector into its receptacle on the 

ZC706 board. See Figure 7. 
4. Insert the provided SD card into the SD card slot in the ZC706. The SD card will “click” into its slot. Note: The 

BOOT.BIN and image.ub files must be present on the SD card. These files contain the bootloader and images 
used to program the ZC706. 

5. Locate the MIRACLE DevKit RF board. Attach the 1¼” standoffs (shorter of the two sets) and hex nuts. Plug in 
the MIRACLE DevKit RF board FMC connector into the FMC LPC slot of the ZC706. See Figure 8. 
 

` 
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Figure 6: ZC706 UART port. 

 

Figure 7: ZC706 6-pin power connector and power switch (in the off 
position). 

 

Figure 8: MIRACLE DevKit RF board with ZC706. 

6. Locate the MIRACLE DevKit power supply board.  Connect it to the RF board.  See Figure 9 and Figure 10. 
7. Locate the power-board-to-power-supply cable assembly. This is a red and black twisted pair with a 4-pin con-

nector at one end, and a pair of banana plugs on the other end. Connect the 4-pin connector to its receptacle on 
the power board. Connect the red banana plug to the positive terminal and the black banana plug to the negative 
terminal of a 12V/3A power supply. Leave the power supply off for now. 

8. Connect an SMA cable to the TX port of the MIRACLE DevKit RF board. Connect the other end to an antenna or 
instrument for measurements. Note: MIRACLE transmits at a peak-envelope-power of 37 dBm. Be sure to protect 
equipment with attenuators as necessary. 

 

TX Port 
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Figure 9: MIRACLE DevKit power board. 

 

Figure 10: MIRACLE DevKit RF board, power board, and ZC706 all connected 
together. 
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Silicon Labs CP210x Driver 
This section provides a brief overview on using the Silicon Labs CP210x USB-to-UART driver. This driver allows com-
munication between the ZC706 and a PC. 
 
Driver Installation 
Install the Silicon labs CP210x USB-to-UART driver. Detailed installation instructions can be found in Xilinx UG1033. If the 
driver is already installed, skip this section. 

1. Download the driver zip file from the Silicon Labs website, found at this link. 
2. Unzip the file and install the driver. The procedure for this varies based on the user’s operating system. Follow the 

instructions found in the release notes file. 
 
Determining the COM Port 
The COM port used to communicate with the ZC706 can change from PC to PC, or even with different USB ports on the 
same PC. This section describes how to determine which COM port is being used on a Windows machine. Please make 
sure that Silicon Labs CP210x USB-to-UART driver is installed, the ZC706 is connected to its power supply, a mini-USB 
cable is connected to the UART port of the ZC706, and the other end of the USB cable is connected to the PC. 
 
Note: For alternate operating systems, please consult your operating system’s manual on how to determine active ports. 

1. Turn on ZC706 by moving the power switch to the “on” position. 
2. On the PC, open Device Manager. Expand the “Ports (COM & LPT)” section. 
3. Locate the port labeled “Silicon Labs CP210x USB to UART.” Write down the associated COM port (i.e. 
4. COM4) for use in the Operation section. 
5. Turn off the ZC706. 

 

Figure 11: Device Manager. Note the COM port next to the Silicon Labs driver. 
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Detailed Operation (Using Serial Communication Terminal Emulator) 
MIRACLE DevKit is operated through serial connection to the ZC706 via a command line interface.  The ZC706 runs a 
custom embedded Linux OS that contains custom commands necessary to run MIRACLE.  The simplest way to operate 
MIRACLE is by establishing a serial connection from a PC to the ZC706 through a command prompt application (PuTTY, 
xterm, gnome-terminal, minicom, etc) via the UART interface.  Serial string commands are sent and received over this 
interface to perform various functions. 
 
Please ensure that all steps in the Hardware Setup and Silicon Labs CP210x Driver sections have been completed before 
proceeding further. The MIRACLE DevKit system and ZC706 board should both be off at this point. 
 

1. Open a serial connection with the ZC706 using the following settings: 
 

Parameter Value 
Port See Determining the 

COM Port Section 
Speed (baud) 115200 
Data Bits 8 
Stop Bits 1 
Parity NONE 
Flow Control NONE 

 
Note: some programs may require the peripheral device (ZC706) to be turned on before the serial connection can 
be initialized.  This can happen if the COM port is not recognized by the computer.  If this is the case, turn on the 
ZC706 and try again. 

2. Turn on the 12 V power to the MIRACLE system.  Wait about 5 seconds until the green LEDs on the DevKit RF 
board start blinking.  This is an indicator that the onboard FPGA has loaded its program. 

3. Turn on the ZC706. The Zynq FPGA will go through its initialization sequence. Wait until you see the following 
text in the command line: 
 

 
 

9. Run the following command to initialize the system:  
 

 
 
MIRACLE is now operation and initialized to transmit at the default frequency of 800 MHz. 

10. Set the TX data sample rate at 30.72 MSps: 
 

 
 

11. Load in a continuous wave signal into MIRACLE: 
 

 
 
This signal contains DC values of equal magnitude on I and Q.   

12. To turn on the digitally controlled power supplies, run 
 

 
 
This is a necessary step to run the system. There will still be no output power at this point. 

root@analog:~# 

root@analog:~# init 

root@analog:~# setdatarate 30.72e6 

root@analog:~# setsig CW 

root@analog:~# syson 
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13. To transmit at full power, run 
 

 
 
Peak output power on MIRACLE is nominally 37 dBm. 

14. To obtain the list of available waveforms on the SD card, run 
 

 
 
This prints a list of all the files on the ZC706 SD card with a .bin extension. 

15. Choose a signal from the returned signal list from the getsigs command. Use the setsig and setdatarate 
functions to load the signal into the system.  setsig has one argument: the name of the signal, which is a string 
in all capital letters.  setdatarate has one argument: the sample rate in Hz of the signal.  setdatarate does 
not need to be called if sample rate of the signal has not changed from the previous value. 
 
For example, to run a 20 MHz LTE Downlink with 256-QAM modulation at a 30.72 MSps sample rate, run the fol-
lowing: 
 

 
 
Because the sample rate was previously set to 30.72 MSps, we do not have to explicitly specify it.  If we want to 
run a pure 4 MSym/s 64-QAM with a 40 MSps sample rate, run the following commands: 
  

 
 
Note: if the sample rate of the signal is not updated, there will be bandwidth expansion/contraction of the signal. 

16. To change carrier frequencies, run the setfreq command. setfreq has one argument: the carrier frequency in 
Hz. Note that the MIRACLE DevKit is configured to work with carrier frequencies from 600 MHz to 3700 MHz in 
100 kHz steps.  For example, to set the carrier frequency to 1200 MHz, run any of the following commands: 
 

 
 
Or: 
 

 
 
Or: 
 

 
 
All three methods are acceptable and equivalent. 

17. To change the output power level, use the setpwr command. setpwr has one argument: an integer p in the 
range [0,32767], where 32767 transmits at maximum output (nominally 5W or 37 dBm peak power) and 0 trans-
mits no power.  p scales the envelope voltage; therefore, it is proportional to the square root of power.  For exam-
ple, to transmit at peak power, run the following:   
 

 
 

root@analog:~# on 

root@analog:~# getsigs 

root@analog:~# setsig LTEDL20M_256QAM_30.72MSPS 

root@analog:~# setsig QAM64_4MSYM_40MSPS 
root@analog:~# setdatarate 40e6 

root@analog:~# setfreq 1200000000 

root@analog:~# setfreq 1200e6 

root@analog:~# setfreq 1.2e9 

root@analog:~# setpwr 32767 
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Not that setting p to 32767 is equivalent to calling the on command.  To transmit at ¼ of or -6 dB below maximum 
output (nominally 1.25W or 31 dBm peak power), run the following: 
 

 
 
To turn off transmission, run the following in the command line: 
 

 
 
Not that setting p to 0 is equivalent to calling the off command. 

18. To fully shut the system off, run the following commands: 
 

 
 
sysOff calls off, and then safely shuts down the digitally controlled power supplies. poweroff safely shuts 
down the Linux OS on the ZC706.  Once this is done, you may switch off the ZC706 power switch and shut off the 
12 V supply to the MIRACLE DevKit system. WARNING: NEVER power cycle MIRACLE without running the 
sysoff command. Failure to do so may damage components.  

root@analog:~# setpwr 16384 

root@analog:~# setpwr 0 

root@analog:~# sysoff 
root@analog:~# poweroff 
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Detailed Operation (Using MATLAB) 
MIRACLE DevKit is operated through serial connection to the ZC706 via a command line interface.  The ZC706 runs a 
custom embedded Linux OS that contains custom commands necessary to run MIRACLE.  Eridan provides MATLAB 
code to establish a serial connection from a PC to the ZC706 via the UART interface.  Serial string commands are sent 
and received over this interface to perform various functions via MATLAB wrapper scripts.  MATLAB integrates the ability 
to control MIRACLE, measure its performance through instrument automation, and analyze the results in a single environ-
ment.  As such, MATLAB is Eridan’s preferred method of control. 
 
Note: the commands in this section have identical functionality as the commands in the Detailed Operation (Using Serial 
Communication Terminal Emulator) section, but may differ in spelling.  This is because the MATLAB and shell languages 
have very different style conventions (i.e. camel casing, verboseness, etc). 
 
Please ensure that all steps in the Hardware Setup and Silicon Labs CP210x Driver sections have been completed before 
proceeding further. The MIRACLE DevKit system and ZC706 board should both be off at this point. 
 

1. Open MATLAB. Navigate to the directory containing all the provided MATLAB scripts. 
2. Open the file openZC706.m. Locate the following lines: 

 

 
 

3. Replace ‘COM4’ with the appropriate COM port used by the Silicon Labs driver. See the Determining the COM 
Port section for details. 

4. Turn on the 12 V power to the MIRACLE system.  Wait about 5 seconds until the green LEDs on the DevKit RF 
board start blinking.  This is an indicator that the onboard FPGA has loaded its program. 

5. Turn on the ZC706. 
6. Run the initZC706.m script. This can be done by opening the file and pressing the “Run” button, or by typing 

initZC706 into the command line. Both methods are equivalent but command line is preferred. If MATLAB is 
able to connect to the ZC706, you should see the following output in the command window: 

 
The number of ellipsis does not matter. Once you see the text CONNECTED TO ZC706, initialization of the 
ZC706 is complete. 

7. Run the following command to initialize the system: 
 

 
 
MIRACLE is now operation and initialized to transmit at the default frequency of 800 MHz. 

8. Set the TX data sample rate at 30.72 MSps: 
 

 
 

9. Load in a continuous wave signal into MIRACLE: 
 

 
 
This signal contains DC values of equal magnitude on I and Q. 

10. To turn on the digitally controlled power supplies, run 
 

port = 'COM4'; % Select appropriate COM port 

>> initZC706; 
WAITING ON ZC706 
....... 
CONNECTED TO ZC706 
>> 

>> init; 

>> setDataRate(30.72e6); 

>> setSig(‘CW’); 
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This is a necessary step to run the system. There will still be no output power at this point. 

11. To transmit at full power, run 
 

 
 
Peak output power on MIRACLE is nominally 37 dBm. 

12. To obtain the list of available waveforms on the SD card, run 
 

 
 
This returns a cell array of all the files on the ZC706 SD card with a .bin extension.  Note that there is no semi-
colon at the end of this command. Adding a semicolon will suppress the output. 

13. Choose a signal from the returned signal list from the getSigs command. Use the setSig() function to load 
the signal into the system.  setSig() has two arguments: the name of the signal, which is a string in all capital 
letters, and optionally the sample rate in Hz of the signal.  If the sample rate is not specified, the system maintains 
the previously set sample rate. 
 
For example, to run a 20 MHz LTE Downlink with 256-QAM modulation at a 30.72 MSps sample rate, run the fol-
lowing: 
 

 
 
Because the sample rate was previously set to 30.72 MSps, we do not have to explicitly specify it.  If we want to 
run a pure 4 MSym/s 64-QAM with a 40 MSps sample rate, run either of the following commands: 
  

 
 
Or: 
 

 
 
Both methods are equivalent. 

14. To change carrier frequencies, run the setFreq() command. setFreq() has one argument: the carrier fre-
quency in Hz. Note that the MIRACLE DevKit is configured to work with carrier frequencies from 600 MHz to 3700 
MHz in 100 kHz steps.  For example, to set the carrier frequency to 1200 MHz, run any of the following com-
mands: 
 

 
 
Or: 
 

 
 
Or: 
 

 

>> sysOn; 

>> on; 

>> getSigs 

>> setSig(‘LTEDL20M_256QAM_30.72MSPS’); 

>> setSig(‘QAM64_4MSYM_40MSPS’,40e6); 

>> setSig(‘QAM64_4MSYM_40MSPS’); 
>> setDataRate(40e6); 

>> setFreq(1200000000); 

>> setFreq(1200e6); 

>> setFreq(1.2e9); 
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All three methods are acceptable and equivalent. 

15. To change the output power level, use the setPower() command. setPower() has one argument: an integer p 
in the range [0,32767], where 32767 transmits at maximum output (nominally 5W or 37 dBm peak power) and 0 
transmits no power.  p scales the envelope voltage; therefore, it is proportional to the square root of power.  For 
example, to transmit at peak power, run the following:   
 

 
 
Not that setting p to 32767 is equivalent to calling the on command.  To transmit at ¼ of or -6 dB below maximum 
output (nominally 1.25W or 31 dBm peak power), run the following: 
 

 
 
To turn off the output, run the following: 
 

 
 
Not that setting p to 0 is equivalent to calling the off command. 

16. To fully shut the system off, run the following command: 
 

 
 
powerOff first calls sysOff, which calls off and then safely shuts down the digitally controlled power supplies.  
powerOff then safely shuts down the Linux OS on the ZC706.  Once this is done, you may switch off the ZC706 
power switch and shut off the 12 V supply to the MIRACLE DevKit system. WARNING: NEVER power cycle MIR-
ACLE without at least running the sysOff command. Failure to do so may damage components. 

 
Custom Waveforms 
MIRACLE supports the ability transmit arbitrary custom waveforms. To do so, follow this procedure: 

1. Obtain your custom IQ vector in MATLAB. The waveform must be a complex-valued single-row or single-column 
vector, with a sampling rate of between 1 MSps and 80 MSps.  The maximum number of complex-valued sam-
ples is 614,400. The max value of the vector does not matter because it will be normalized and quantized to 12 
bits. 

2. Write the vector to a binary file using the command writeBinVec(). This function has 2 arguments: a complex-
valued IQ vector, and the file name in string format. For example, if the IQ vector is named wave in MATLAB, run 
the following command: 
 

 
3. This command writes the wave vector to a file called CUSTOMWAVEFORM.bin. 

4. Ensure the ZC706 is powered off.  If not, see the Turn Off (Command Line) or Turn Off (MATLAB) sections to see 
how to safely power off the system.  Remove the ZC706 SD card from the ZC706 and connect it to the PC. Trans-
fer the waveform file to the ZC706 SD card. Safely eject and return the SD card to the ZC706.  Note: the Linux 
OS on the ZC706 runs off the SD card.  If the SD card is removed while the ZC706 is still running, the OS will 
crash. 

>> setPower(32767); 

>> setPower(16384); 

>> setPower(0); 

>> powerOff; 

>> writeBinVec(‘CUSTOMWAVEFORM’); 
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5. Return the SD card to the ZC706. Run the getSigs command. The custom waveform should now appear in the 
signal list. 
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Receiver Operation with AD9361 MATLAB Interface with libiio  
 
Libiio is a library that has been developed by Analog Devices to ease the development of software interfacing Linux Indus-
trial I/O (IIO) devices. The libiio interface allows the user to control RX, AD9361.   
 

1. Download and install the latest version of libiio for Windows from Analog Devices here.  
2. Also download MIRACLE_RX.m from the Eridan Github page. 
3. Run MIRACLE_RX.m. The user can change the RX settings shown below:  

 
4. The RX data will start plotting immediately. The first row of data is from RX1, and the second row of data is from 

RX2. The program can be terminated at any point by using the STOP button as shown below.  

 
5. After the termination of the program, press Y/N in the command prompt to save the RX data.  
 

6. The data format is a .mat which is organized as follows: RX1_I, RX1_Q, RX2_I, and RX2_Q.   
 
 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% AD9361 starting setup 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Fs = 40e6; % Sampling frequency in Hz 
fLO = 2.00e9; % RX LO frequency in Hz 
rxGain = 41; % RX gain in dB 
RFBW = 20e6 % RX bandwidth in Hz 

>>Save RX output? Y/N 


